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EDITOR’S
No one is more optimistic as the year starts than a teacher, particularly a passionate and creative
educator brimming with excitement for the season and ideas for the future. And, no one is more tired,
emotionally and physically drained, than that same teacher as the end of a semester or end of term
draws near. Students might be counting down the days to the next break, but teachers are sometimes
counting the minutes! There’s a reason for this—the more passionate and caring the educator, the
more exhausting his or her job is likely to be.
In the January/February issue of Harvard Business Review, Adam Waytz's "The Limits of Empathy"
suggests that while empathy is "all the rage pretty much everywhere" in most any talk of management
—even judged to be a fundamental skill of effective leadership—it can also tax us both
physically and emotionally, perhaps ultimately impairing ethical judgment. Waytz explains, "The more
we spend on one person or group, the less we have left for others." He suggests one easy tool to remedy these cracks is to give people "empathy breaks" so they may begin to "replenish their reserves"
by focusing solely on their personal needs and nothing else.
First of all, Waytz explains, empathy is exhausting—a constant drain on our mental resources. As such,
any job that requires empathy throughout the average workday leads to "compassion fatigue." I was
chatting with a new friend of mine recently, Dr. Jenny Mascaro at Emory College, who was working on
a study that focused on the ways compassion fatigue resulted from professionals who were constantly
sacrificing their own needs in order to tend to the needs of others. Now, does that sound familiar to
you, as devoted educators and creative professionals? It probably also sounds familiar to boosters
and organizers, the family members who are constantly putting their needs last so that they can give
everything they have to the betterment of the group. As a culture, we typically honor self-sacrifice as
a concept and praise people who tend to put others before their presumably self-centered needs,
but Waytz notes that there are multiple dangers to ignoring this reality—one of which is impaired
performance.
Secondly, Waytz notes that empathy is zero-sum; even while draining our cognitive resources and
sapping our energy, it is depleting itself. An example, he notes, is that the more empathy he devotes to
his spouse means the less he has left to give his mother; the more empathy he devotes to his mother,
the less he has for his son. He stresses how important it is for us to recognize that both our desire to
show empathy and the effort required to demonstrate that empathy come in limited supplies.
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Finally, empathy run amok can erode ethics, Waytz believes, causing significant lapses in judgment. As
empathy engenders loyalty to anyone in your group you consider "insiders" (whatever that group may
be), it can also inspire anger and aggression to anyone viewed as an outsider. When we emphasize
with these "insiders" to an unhealthy degree, it leaves us open to overlooking problems that we should
be addressing. Additionally, people can use this "ostensible altruism to rationalize their dishonesty.”
He adds, "In short, empathy for those within one's immediate circle can conflict with justice for all."
Waytz notes two potential solutions to excessive empathy: (1) He suggests splitting the work on any
task, asking those you lead to focus on certain groups rather than expecting them to "empathize
with anyone and everyone." In this way, you are creating a task force to address various needs, and
the work of maintaining relationships is less individually burdensome. This could be good advice
when you are determining which creative directors in your program are in charge of which items—
which parents are in charge of which responsibilities. (2) He also suggests looking for ways to make
empathy feel like less of a sacrifice. Noting that our mindsets "can either intensify or lessen our
susceptibility to empathy overload," he also recommends that we avoid the dreaded "burnout" by
finding integrative solutions.
Most importantly, don’t forget to take that time for yourself. If you are running on empty, you can’t take
anyone where they need to be—you can’t even get there yourself. We need to
ensure we can show compassion for our students and train them in empathy,
but we also need to remember our own empathy reserves have to be regularly
replenished, or we have nothing to give.

Rachel James Clevenger, MEd, PhD
Editor-in-Chief, Productions Magazine
rachel@produtionsmag.com
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Los Alamitos
Sound FX
Where it All Began
by Heather Hoppus

If you had told me thirty years ago when I
was a member of Sound FX at Los Alamitos
High School that I would still be working with
the choir today, I never would have believed
you. However, I have been a choreographer,
assistant director and show designer for the
Los Alamitos High School choir program
since 1987.
Since then, I have worked with four choir
directors, choreographed and designed
hundreds of shows, and taught thousands of
students. Though I traveled as a performer in
national tours and Broadway musicals, after
having a baby while on the road with Beauty
and the Beast, I returned to my roots in Los
Alamitos to raise my daughter Jenna and
work full-time with the choir program.

productionsmag.com
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Los Alamitos Sound FX continued
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The Early Roots
of a National Champion
In the 1980’s there were very few choir
programs in California where they sang
and danced. Our director at the time, Ralph
Opacic, wanted us to be like The Young
Americans, so we took off the long chiffon
dresses and brown tuxes, put on jeans and
brightly colored t-shirts and started performing
high energy medleys with athletic and complex
dance elements.
In the beginning, Los Al was not a
competitive choir. We focused mostly on
four large-themed production shows each
year on campus that started to attract a
huge following. When Dr. Randi Carp took
over as choral director in 1992, she wanted
to get involved in the show choir competition
circuit, so we started to compete locally and
we soon figured out that although we had
amazing talent, there were a lot of technical
elements we needed to add to our shows
in order to be competitive with the other
groups in the area. In 2008, Dr. Carp left, so
the district set out to find a replacement for
her. The program had grown significantly, so
we wanted someone that could take us to
the next level.
10 PRODUCTIONS

Gail Hart from Hart High School suggested
that we meet a successful director from
Sullivan, Illinois, named David Moellenkamp;
she thought he was a perfect match for
our school. After interviewing several
candidates, it was clear that he was the right
man for the job. I could tell right away that
our styles would complement each other
well and that he would do amazing things
for our program.
Taking over an established program
from such a beloved director could have
been a very challenging and difficult task for
anyone. David stepped in with energy and
contagious enthusiasm that won over the
kids immediately. Thus began a new era of
show choir at Los Alamitos High School.

A Director Unlike Any Other
David Moellenkamp is unlike any director I
have ever encountered. His ability to motivate
and engage a group of students is
extraordinary in that he is able to get them
to work at very high levels and accomplish
things they never thought they could do.
In addition to teaching his students to
take ownership of their material and take
personal responsibility for the success of

their group, he set high expectations for
each student regardless of which group
they are in or their level of experience. He
makes every student feel important, like a
vital part of the team.
From the beginning, he established
a mentorship program to bridge the gap
between existing members in the advanced
groups with the incoming members. The
older students teach the new kids the ways
of the group and how to be successful in the
program, not only as performers but in the
social aspects of the choir as well. He has
created a family atmosphere where each
student has a place to call home in a school
with over 3,200 students.

A Master Recruiter
Because David is constantly recruiting
students to the program, you will often find him
outside the classroom introducing himself
to students and encouraging them to come
see a show and participate in the program.
Several times a year, he works with the
elementary and junior high music programs,
developing personal connections with the
kids. Every student knows Mr. Moellenkamp;
he is like a celebrity on campus.
productionsmag.com
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Once a year, he has all of the boys in
the district perform a combined number in
our annual choral festival. This year, we had
over 300 boys from ages 7 to 18 singing
and dancing together, and the bonds these
boys form inspire the younger kids to stay
involved in the music program. They learn
that choir isn’t just for kids who don’t play
sports; they see that choir is the cool place
to be.
Over the years, our artistic staff has
expanded to fit the needs of our rapidly
growing program. To accommodate our
600-plus students, we have a full-time
accompanist, a full-time second director,
an administrative assistant, an arranger
and several choreographers. Additionally,
it takes an army of parent volunteers to
organize thousands of costumes, travel
arrangements and all the tech elements
involved in our shows. We are fortunate to
have an amazing booster club that provides
us with support and fundraising opportunities for the students and their families, so
that everyone can participate in the program. Our biggest fundraiser of the year
is Xtravaganza, which is one of the largest
regional choir competitions in the country.
productionsmag.com

David Moellenkamp is unlike any director I have ever encountered. His
ability to motivate and engage a group of students is extraordinary in
that he is able to get them to work at very high levels and accomplish
things they never thought they could do.

Creative Genius
Much of our success is due to the creative
genius of April James and her inventive
and groundbreaking choreography. April is
always open to new ideas and suggestions,
and she brings positive energy and excitement to the rehearsal process. April takes
the time to get to know each and every
student, and she genuinely cares about
them as people, they are not just X’s and
O’s on a blocking chart. Her commitment
and dedication to our program, along with
her imaginative and original choreography,
have helped us establish a reputation for
unique and memorable award-winning performances. She also has an uncanny ability

to remember every single student’s name.
Similarly, our arranger, Josh Greene, is a
musical prodigy. He can take a song that you
would never think a choir would sing and
turn it into a choral masterpiece. Sometimes
he will suggest a song like “Smells Like Teen
Spirit,” “Spaceman” or “Lazereto,” and we
will say to him, “There is no way you can
make that work.” Then, Josh shows up with a
brilliant arrangement, and we are all grateful
that we trusted him.
Even when surrounded by creative
geniuses, passionate group members, and
supportive parents, it is a difficult process
coming up with new and cutting-edge ideas
and concepts for six shows a year. We start
AUGUST 2016 11

Los Alamitos Sound FX continued

planning our competition sets in advance
in the spring for our six competitive
groups. As we spend countless hours over
the summer researching themes, rearranging storylines and designing the sets
and costumes for each show, it truly is a
team effort involving an enormous amount
of research, text messages and emails.
We come up with some of our best ideas
while driving in the car or sometimes in the
middle of the night! Though it can be frustrating, we love this part of the process.
This is what makes show choir exciting and
alive—it is an ever-changing and always
evolving art form.

Taking On Broadway
In October and December, we present
Broadway and holiday concerts featuring
all 600 students from seven periods of
choir, performing medleys from different
musicals and movies. Not only do I get
to use my Broadway training to teach
different styles of choreography and also
incorporate acting, but our students also
have an opportunity to directly interact
with industry professionals that we invite
to set.
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It all begins with a song...
...and a Winning Arrangement!
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Jeffrey Bowen has 28 years of arranging and writing experience.
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In late spring, we have started a tradition
of producing a full-scale Broadway musical
with our zero period concert choir and
school orchestra. This past year we did
Les Miserables with over 200 students.
My close friends Sarah Uriarte-Berry and
Michael Berry, who were both stars in
the Broadway production, volunteered to
help direct. We performed to a sold-out
crowd of 2,500 people, and it was a
spectacular evening. Even more impressive
is that the students had learned the entire
show in just three weeks after returning
home from winning Fame Nationals in
Chicago.

Coming Full Circle
Like most show choirs, once competition
season begins we spend our weekends
from February to May packing our truck
and traveling around the country competing. In the warm-up room, David always
says that he doesn’t care what place they
come in; he just wants them to do their
best and leave everything on the stage.
What matters most is that they do their job
and that they are supportive and encouraging to other groups. Years from now, the

productionsmag.com
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audience won’t remember who won; they
will remember how the performance made
them feel.
On a personal level, my life in show
choir has now come full-circle. My daughter,
Jenna Lea Rosen, has been a member
and soloist in Sound FX for the past two
years. It has been a surreal and wonderful
experience watching her sing and dance on
the same stage where I once performed.
Proudly, I watched as she brought home six
best soloist awards this year, including three
at national championships.
While these last few years with Jenna
have been particularly special, I have stayed
at Los Alamitos High School for so long
because it is part of the history of who I am.
I can feel the memories of past students and
friends around me when I am there, which
gives me great comfort and peace. We get
to make a positive difference in the world,
one kid at a time.
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Heather Hoppus has been a show choir choreographer
and show designer at Los Alamitos High School for over
30 years. She has worked extensively on Broadway,
in national tours and on film and television as a singer,
dancer, actress and casting director.
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A DELICATE

CONVERSATION:
COSTUMING SUPPORT
FOR FEMALE SHOW
CHOIR PERFORMERS
by Deborah Nelson

Recently, I have heard much discussion
on whether female performers must
wear a bra, a decision which can
restrict some types of costuming
choices. Support is needed for the
bustline, so obviously a bra or bust
cups/pads need to be incorporated
into adult-sized costumes, unless the
garment is cut so that the performer
can wear her own undergarments
without having the straps or any other
part of her bra showing.
Some of the more scanty costumes literally use
a bra or bustier and just stone the heck out of it,
hoping no one in the audience will realize they
are seeing underwear. Apparently, in this day
and age, that can work—we have become fairly
desensitized since 1980s Madonna, perhaps—
but is it a wise or modest choice? Likely not. The
better option is to cover the bra or bustier with
fabric, and then decorate it. This will provide the
best supportive costume and it will be, for lack of
a better word, “proper.”
productionsmag.com
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Delicate Conversation continued

Maintaining Shape
The best starting point is to have the bust area of each of your female
performer’s costume to fit her properly, which means that it contours
to her individual bustline shape, hugging her bosom. If this part of
the costume is created in a non-stretch fabric, it must be supportive;
for instance, a prom-style dress manufactured in taffeta or in a woven
satin must come with an extra layer of support and/or some boning,
in order to maintain the intended shape of the costume.
Sometimes the costumes you find perfect for your set simply
don’t correctly fit the bustline. When this happens, either the bodice
can be altered with boning, which is fairly difficult, or the space can
be filled with pre-made “cups” or pads. Adding what are known in
the industry as “chicken cutlets,” “pierogis” or “biscuits”—nicknames
for those polyester fiber-filled bust pads that fill and shape the bustline area—can be used. Do not forget, however, that you absolutely
must have these “cups” pinned in or sewn in so they don’t make an
escape during an especially rigorous dance move.

No One-Size-Fits-All Approach
With the varying shapes and sizes of bust pads, the only way to know
what works best with any given garment is to have various styles
on hand, and then experiment with what looks and feels best.
Unfortunately, the one-size-fits-all approach definitely won’t work in
this case.
If the costuming is spandex or some other stretchy material,
you’ll likely need to create additional support, as the most minimal
construction would offer only a thin layer of spandex. Of course,
if that layer were tight enough, the support might be enough for a
smaller bustline—but not for even an adult medium-sized bustline
and most assuredly not for a larger bustline. At least a double layer of
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spandex is preferable, and a costume with a bustline that has darts
or seaming that is shaped to form a tightly fitting cup is even a better
option. Of course, adding additional bust pads could also help.
Bras can be altered and adjusted to fit inside all types of open
back, or nearly open backed garments. It is difficult to cut through
under wires, but other than this, bras and corsets can be trimmed
down to fit a neckline and the backs and/or straps can be cut away.

The Laws of Physics
The laws of physics will dictate what you can do, to substitute for cut
away backs or straps. Generally areas can be filled in with stretch
mesh or decorative (or my personal least favorite: utilitarian elastic
straps) can be strategically placed, instead of the original bra straps.
Plan to experiment with how to best create a bustline to support
performers so they will feel comfortable with the result and look
great as well.
While you are paging through numerous catalogs with front-only
pictures and/or looking at samples of these costumes, think about
better options for your dancers. Think about age appropriate costuming
In regard to bust support. Can your female performers really
concentrate on footwork, hand movements, and facial expressions
if their breasts are not fully supported in their costumes?
For comfort, proper support is needed. Our regular day-to-day
clothing generally includes a bra, both for support of the breasts,
and to help restrict the movement of the breasts during physical
exercise. The sport bra was invented for the more extreme movements of rigorous sports. Some clothing has built-in bust support,
such as swim suits and exercise apparel.
Show choir costumes that are styled with modest backs that can
accommodate a good bra is a good idea. Show choir costumes that

productionsmag.com
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Delicate Conversation continued

As you pick costuming for your set and for your season, please consider all of
the physical and emotional issues when considering dance costumes so that
your female dancers feel supported in all the right ways.

are cut with less-modest backs can work
when styled to cover certain types of bras.
Show choir costumes that are styled to fit
tightly around the chest and fit the performers
properly are also good.
The current popular A-line halter cut
dresses are an example of the worst possible
design for supporting the bustline. If they
aren’t worn with a bra, the dresses are
everywhere. They are loosely cut, so nothing at all is supporting the breasts—which
is, quick frankly, distracting for an audience.

Bare Midriffs
and Open-Back Styles
Bare midriffs are still very stylish. However,
do all of your female performers have midriffs
that are perfectly toned and will look good,
when shown off? If not, cover them up. A
compromise would be to have a costume
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with a cut-out in the midriff area, or utilize
nude-toned sheer spandex mesh for a bare
look from a distance.
If you need the bare, open-back look,
consider the same nude-toned, sheer
spandex mesh fabric to help with the support
issue by covering the neck and shoulder
areas. The nude fabric can also be lined or
non-see-through so that your dancers will
look like they have lots of skin showing, but
will be able to wear their favorite supportive
bras. This fabric can be dyed to various skin
tones, in addition to being available from
different companies, in different skin tones.
A hideous look, in my opinion, is when
some performers wear sport bras under a
backless costume. Aside from the—again—
likely inappropriate nature of undergarments
being seen with a performance costume—
there’s an additional problem created when
some in the group use different garments.

Groups should be striving to be uniform for
their performance. Please avoid nude or
clear straps as well; you still see them, so it’s
best to make them match the costume.
Most high school organizations have
addressed both the open back, bare
midriff, and visible bra strap issues with
varying results. In fact, some states have
banned any bare skin or bare skin-looking
fabric at all from neck to thigh, while others
allow nude fabric for use in the midriff or
neckline and shoulder area. There are
many options for bust support and keeping
the open back look: duct tape, the throwaway stick on-bras, form-fitting costumes
that have bust seaming, built-in shelf bras,
bust pads or cups that are sewn into or
safety pinned into the garment. All of these
are better than nothing, but the best option
is a good supportive bra.
On a side-note, one bad option is a strapless
bra. They are uncomfortable to stand in, let
alone dance in. It also shapes the body
unnaturally, fitting especially poorly under
form-fitting spandex. You can see where
the bra starts and stops. Good back designs
that help with bust support generally are
more costly than backless, but are they not
worth it?

productionsmag.com

Considering All Figure Types
All figure types of a show choir performance group must
be considered when ordering costumes for the group,
as excellent performers come in all shapes and sizes. As
such, directors must imagine each and every one of your
female performers in any costume you are considering
ordering. These girls pay lots of money for the opportunity to participate, and you don’t want them paying for
costuming they are embarrassed to perform in.
Obviously everyone has different tastes as to what is
the perfect costume for a particular performance, and not
everyone will be happy with the choice. But make it a wise
choice. Adolescent girls can have negative self-images,
so please do not contribute to this by forcing them to wear
inappropriate costumes. There are many, many costume
choices out there every season. Please choose wisely.
As you pick costuming for your set and for your season,
please consider all of the physical and emotional issues
when considering dance costumes so that your female
dancers feel supported in all the right ways.

Deborah J. Nelson is the Founder/Head Designer for Satin Stitches
Ltd., a custom performance costume manufacturer located in
Minneapolis, MN since 1978. Ms. Nelson has a BFA degree in
Fashion Design and worked in the garment manufacturing industry
for 4+ years before starting Satin Stitches. Call 763-323-9507 or
1-800-48SATIN or email customerservice@satinstitches.com for
more information.
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Dressing Up the Stage
by Chelsea Johnson

When adjusting a venue or stage for a performance, some key factors to incorporate are
the theater’s acoustical, structural and functional aspects. Apart from the larger structural
improvements or additions, there are many different ways to dress up a stage. To create a
gorgeous space for any venue, set planners should have the freedom to “play” with unique
design structures, lighting elements, skirting options, and more.

productionsmag.com
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Dressing Up the Stage continued

Skirting, which is typically the first choice for
dressing up a performance stage, provides a
classic appearance that serves a functional
purpose (concealing the supports) and adding
style. Skirting provides a nice finishing touch
for any space.

When a more intricate, flexible design
is required, there are opportunities to mix
things up a bit. Custom finishes, materials
and a tight fitting stage system can really
differentiate a space, as was the case with
the San Francisco Opera.

Stage Skirting Clips or LED Lighting

Reviving a Historic Space

For show choirs and traveling performers,
stage skirting clips are a perfect solution.
The skirting is easily removable and storable,
making for a quick and easy set-up of a portable
performance stage. Skirt clips can either
be removed or simply left in place when
platforms are stored. Usually, all skirting is
custom-made and is fit specifically to each
performance stage. Standard skirting is black
wyndham material with 50% pleat fullness,
but other options are also available from
a variety of industry leaders. Skirting is a
perfect solution to dress up a stage for any
type of performance or venue.
If you decide not to include skirting, LED
lighting can be a great tool to enhance the
stage look. By arranging colored or strobe
lights underneath the platforms, aluminum
legs can serve as a reflector, adding flair
and the illusion of motion under the stage to
fantastic effect.

In February 2016, the San Francisco Opera
opened the new Diane B. Wilsey Center
for the Opera. The Center was part of
a 40,000 square foot renovation to the
1930s-era Veterans Building, located just
north of the 3,146 seat Opera House. The
299-seat Taube Atrium Theatre is located
on the 4th Floor of the Wilsey Center, and
was previously occupied by the Museum of
Modern Art. The idea for the space was to
be both intimate and flexible, yet somewhat
informal. They wanted a space that would
offer the ability to push performance boundaries, inspire a new generation of audiences,
and be relevant for decades into the future.
The list of challenges was long. The Opera
needed the equipment and technology to
make the space flexible for the experimental
performance styles and acoustical techniques
that future performances might dream up.
They also needed to modify the historic

fourth-floor space to handle the weight loads
of an audience, and have the ability to control
the lighting and acoustics for professional
performances.
One of the most important elements
considered was the ability to manipulate
the audience configurations and sight lines.
Based in Minnesota, Staging Concepts was
selected to build flexible audience risers and
stages that would meet two primary configurations, but would allow for many variations,
with every design detail, material, and finish
meticulously considered.
The understructure of the risers are
powder-coated black to disappear in the
darkness, and are also closed off with custom
steel mesh closure panels. The panels
transition seamlessly into custom raker
guardrail engineered to meet the loading
criteria of the International Building Code,
but can also be installed quickly using a
minimalist design by allowing the rail to lock
directly into the platform frames.
The closure panels, guardrail, handrail,
platform frames, and stairs are all powdercoated gray to blend into the gray walls of the
performance space. The custom gray carpet
was selected to match the room aesthetics as
well as dampen performance reverberation
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READY TO WEAR
& CUSTOM DESIGN

Onalaska High School, Onalaska WI

men & women show choir apparel
www.dorninkshowchoir.com 515-255-7528
productionsmag.com
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Dressing Up the Stage continued

public spaces, much can be done to dress
up the stage in a functionally multipurpose
space.

Similar to attaching a stage skirt, closure
panels are clipped to the side of the
aluminum extrusion using the same built-in
clip system. Closure panels can be easily
removed with a simple T-handle tool for
tear-down or for accessing space underneath a stage. Closure panels can be
highly customized to match any area of a
performance space. For example, if there
is hardwood seating or ornamental trim in
a performance space, you can source solid
hardwood or hardwood veneer and match
both stain and finish to yield a consistent
look within a space.

Options for Customization

On the Surface

Staging accessories like powder-coating, skirting, and unique surfaces can
create a disappearing affect to the set, directing the audience’s attention to
the performance. Even in smaller venues such as high school auditoriums,
college performance halls or public spaces, much can be done to dress up
the stage in a functionally multipurpose space.

and footfall. The carpet is two-toned with
black accents to ensure audience members
can see stair edges at egress. LED lighting was integrated into step units to mark
aisle-ways.
Although this project was an extreme
example of customizing a space to create a
beautiful layout, the smaller, made-to-order
aspects of this space were what made the
performances light up.
Staging accessories like powder-coating, skirting, and unique surfaces can create
a disappearing affect to the set, directing
the audience’s attention to the performance.
Even in smaller venues such as high school
auditoriums, college performance halls or

For a semi-permanent stage or seating
riser system, a closure panel is a great
choice. Closure panels are made of rigid
materials such as aluminum, solid hardwood or veneer, and can even be made
to match the top surface decking material.
Closure panels are much sturdier than skirting and provide a more permanent look;
however they are also heavier to install,
which means they are a better choice for a
semi-permanent system.

Surfaces of platforms on stage are also
extremely important both functionally for
the performers and aesthetically for design
reasons. The platform system chosen for
this project consists of an aluminum extrusion frame with a top decking material and
aluminum legs as standard. The top decking is mostly seen and used by performers,
hence the top decking should suit their
needs, however the sides of the platforms
are typically seen head-on from an audience

Choir-mart cordially invites you to
browse our complete selection of in-stock
merchandise available year round.

Step in time to our complete line of marching
band supplies and band accessories that will
give you that show stopping performance.

Custom made items are available by calling customer service. For your convenience,
our customer service representatives are ready to take your order by phone, fax,
mail or email and we now have added online ordering. No matter how you order, we
will be happy to assist you in any way we can.

For the past 25 years, Band-Mart has been servicing bands and civic groups across
the United States with top quality band accessories at the lowest prices in the
industry. Our experienced customer service representatives are ready to take your
orders by mail, email, phone, fax and we now have added online ordering.

Currently, Choir-mart features the most popular products online but if you don’t see
something you need, call us, we will do our best to get it!

Currently, band-mart accessories online features our most popular products. If you
don’t see what you need, call us, we will do our best to get it!

Remember… when a choir looks sharp, they think, act and sing their best!

Remember… when a band looks sharp, they think, act and perform their best!

www.bandchoirmart.com | 1-888-345-1848 | support@bandchoirmart.com
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perspective and it is important to account
for the final dress up and finishing
touches to a staging system.
Since a show choir’s performances
are highly customized, with variable
choreography and blocking for each
set, a modular system is the best option
both on the road and at home. While it is
relatively simple in design, the same type
of platform used in this project would be
perfect—as it is highly customizable and
modular and features the ability to add
skirting and clip-on closure panels to
dress up a performance space in any
way the designer sees fit.

Chelsea Johnson is the Marketing Specialist
with Staging Concepts of Minneapolis, MN
(www.stagingconcepts.com). Since 1990, Staging
Concepts has provided the most advanced,
modular, custom staging solutions for venues
of all sizes in the Industry. To reach Chelsea,
email marketing@stagingconcepts.com or call
800.337.5339.

The

UPLIFT

Stage

A modern solution that allows two operators to quickly and easily
raise and lower platforms in place, Uplift™ is the next generation of
staging solutions from Staging Concepts.

EXPERIENCE IT FOR YOURSELF
www.stagingconcepts.com
763-533-2094
productionsmag.com
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Fundraising

DUTCH MILL BULBS

FUN PASTA

SOUTH TEXAS MILLING

PO Box 407 Hershey, PA 17033-0407
800-533-8824
www.dutchmillbulbs.com

P.O. Box 159245, Nashville, TN 37215
800-247-0188
www.funpastafundraising.com

PO Box 359, Inez, TX 77968
1-866-570-4005 or 361-570-3867
www.stxmilling.com

Dutch Mill Bulbs originated Flower Bulb Fundraising over 50 years ago. Our Fall Fundraising
Program and Spring Fundraising Program offer
easy-to-sell and easy-to grow varieties of flower
bulbs and bare root perennials. We've helped
tens of thousands of groups exceed their fundraising goals with our Flower Bulb Fundraising
Programs. Our Fundraising Program is the perfect
flower bulb fundraiser for your group to fundraise
while "going green" with our eco-friendly, economically priced no-risk Fundraising Programs.
Since its inception, Dutch Mill Bulbs has been
recognized for outstanding service, value,
quality and reliability. You can count on us for
your most successful fundraiser ever!

Need a great show choir fundraising idea?
Earning up to 50% profit, you can sell from our
brochure and also online with your webpage
link with free shipping! Prizes include iTunes
or Wal-Mart gift cards. Some of the benefits
of our program include the following: One-ofa-Kind products, made in the USA, affordable
price points, healthy and fun, long shelf life,
easy distribution - no melting or refrigeration,
Online Leader Dashboard, and Auto Alert
Marketing Tool for sellers. Fun Pasta Fundraising is both new and unique—a chance to
sell Pasta in "fun shapes" like musical notes,
sports, holidays, and more.

South Texas Milling is your source for quality
stone ground corn milled products and
gourmet gift baskets. We offer two programs:
50% profit or 30% profit. The choice is yours.
Ultimately, you determine your profit by deciding
how much you are willing to do yourself. Simply
stated, if we box your products by item and
you separate by seller you make 50% profit
even if you only sell one item. If we separate
your order by seller, you make 30% even
if you only sell one item. Regardless of the
number of Items you sell, both programs start
at the chosen profit percentage with the very
first item sold. We have no pyramids or goals
to meet.
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Costuming

CHOIR MART ACCESSORIES

DORNINK SHOW CHOIR COSTUMES

SATIN STITCHES LTD.

11842 NE 29th Street
Elkhart, IA 50073
1-888-345-1848
www.bandchoirmart.com

518 E. Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
515-255-7528
www.dorninkshowchoir.com

11894 Round Lake Blvd. N.W.
Minneapolis, MN 55433
763-323-9507 or 1-800-48-SATIN
www.satinstitches.com

Choir Mart has been servicing choir and civic
groups across the United States and Canada for
over 25 years with top quality choir accessories
at the lowest price in the industry. We have a
complete line of formal/concert wear and show
choir apparel including tuxedos, shirts, vests,
blouses, skirts, men’s and women’s concert/dance
shoes and dresses. Bowties, Cummerbunds, Ties,
Suspenders, Jewelry, Nylon/Vinyl Garment bags,
Conductor Podiums and Storage/Uniform Racks
are some of the accessories we offer. Choir Robes
are also available from our own Murphy Robe
Sales Consultant. Remember: when a choir looks
sharp, they think, act and sing their best!

Dornink, a custom design fashion house in
Des Moines, Iowa, can create your show
choir costumes to perfectly complement your
set. Choose from our many styles or design
your own and let us make your vision a reality. With over 22 years of experience creating show choir costumes, founder Faythe
Dornink began custom sewing costumes for
her daughters in 1992. Since then, designer
and daughter Sarah Dornink, educated and
trained in New York, has joined the business.
Sarah and Faythe will personally work with
you to custom design your costumes to fit
your set and your budget.

Satin Stitches was founded by Deborah Nelson,
38 years ago, after earning her BFA Fashion
Design degree, and then working for 4+ years in
the fashion industry as a designer/patternmaker,
gaining extensive couture-quality manufacturing
and fitting experience. Hand-crafting custom
performance apparel has been in her blood,
long before starting Satin Stitches! Currently, her
design and production staff create both totally
original and customizable show choir costuming
for men, women and children of all sizes/ages.
We do not resell or import. We create all of our
very danceable, custom performance costumes
in our Minnesota showroom/production facility.

productionsmag.com
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Arrangers

BREEZE TUNES PRODUCTIONS

HOTSPOT ARRANGEMENTS

MUSIC ARRANGEMENT SERVICES, INC.

Nashville, TN
(317) 696-8855 / www.breezetunes.com
breezetunesproductions@breezetunes.com

Westerville, OH
rian@hotspotarrangements.com
www.hotspotarrangements.com

Boswell, IN
615-491-2187 / jeff@showchoirmusic.com
www.showchoirmusic.com

Now located in Nashville, TN, Breeze Tunes
Productions specializes in creating high-quality,
competitive arrangements tailored to fit your
choir's show design, skill level, and budget!
Choose from hundreds of previously arranged
songs available to license or order a new
arrangement. Our clients regularly appear on
radio and television, tour internationally, and
receive critical acclaim at regional, state, and
national competitions. We are proud to help
show choir directors produce high quality shows
while staying within their budget. We believe
that show choir arrangements work best when
the arranger is a part of the team, communicating with choreographers and directors.

Our award-winning show choir arrangements
will give the competitive edge your show choir
will need for your show. Tailored to your show
choir's strengths, we take all aspects into
consideration, creating a well-defined show
choir arrangement to fit your needs. Need an
arrangement quickly, or not in your budget?
We've got you covered—just contact us for
the latest pre-arranged list. Your arrangement
package will include the following: Full Score,
Piano Vocal Score, Each Instrument Extracted,
and Rehearsal Tracks. In addition to Custom
Show Choir Arrangements and Pre-arranged
Charts, Hotspot Arrangements offers Show
Design Consultation, Adjudication, and more.

Music Arrangement Services, Inc. has been
providing top quality custom arrangements
for over 25 years. With over 1500 arrangements on file, your show choir can obtain
championship charts for lower cost. The
arranger Jeffrey Bowen provides the utmost
in service and ensures all arrangements are
fully licensed. Each arrangement includes
all band parts, written drum and percussion
lines, chord charts above the piano score as
well as reference mp3 files. With 65 Grand
Champion and First Runner Up placings in
2016 alone, let Jeffrey’s years of experience
bring your show choir to the top! It all begins
with a song.
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SPOTLIGHT ON

Auditoriums

ACOUSTICS FIRST

STAGERIGHT

WENGER

2247 Tomlyn Street, Richmond, VA 23230
888-765-2900 or 800-342-2900
www.acousticsfirst.com

495 Pioneer Parkway
Clare, MI 48617
800-438-4499
www.StageRight.com

555 Park Dr., Owatonna, MN 55060-0448
1-800-4Wenger (493-6437)
www.wengercorp.com

Acoustics First designs, manufactures, distributes
and sells acoustical panels and sound-proofing
materials to control sound and eliminate noise.
These sound and noise control products include
sound absorbers, diffusers, noise barriers, and
vibration control devices from people who have
been giving out sound advice for over 30 years.
The principals of Acoustics First have been in
the acoustics business since the seventies,
when they introduced industrial foam as an
acoustic panel for recording studios. We
now supply many types of acoustical materials
including acoustical foams, fabric wrapped
panels, sound diffusers, noise barrier materials,
acoustical fabrics, bass traps, & ceiling treatments.

productionsmag.com

Bringing over 25 years of innovative solutions
and products, StageRight stood at the forefront
in platform design and application. We have
products and services that can be applied to meet
the design intent of any space. We welcome the
input of the designer and end user, so that the end
result exceeds expectations in both aesthetics and
functionality. Our sturdy and durable materials offer
you a solid investment that will continue to exceed
your needs for years to come. Let us know how we
can help you solve the challenges of the ever changing environment. Please contact us for design consultation, budgeting and specifications. A solution is
only a phone call or click away.

Wenger Corporation provides innovative, high-quality
products and solutions for music and theatre education, performing arts and athletic equipment storage
and transport. For more than 60 years Wenger has
been listening to what our customers need and then
designing and manufacturing innovative, durable and
functional products to meet those needs. Wenger
pioneered sound isolation in practice rooms and
now offers modular rooms with virtual acoustic technology (VAE) and built-in digital recording/playback.
Products include pre-engineered acoustical doors,
sound-isolating music practice rooms, acoustical
shells, instrument and equipment storage cabinets,
audience seating, portable stage platforms and staging systems, tiered risers, music furniture and more.
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Fund Raising

1. 40% Profit
2. USA Kitchen Items
3. Easy System

Groups of All Sizes, Ages and Types:
 Churches, Clubs, Auxiliaries, and Teams
 Schools, Youth Groups, and Boosters
 Any group raising money for their cause!
Sell Popular & Affordable Kitchen Products:
 Kitchen Knives, Cooking Utensils, and Gift Sets
 Quick Mixes, Cookbooks, and Stoneware
 100% Made in the USA

Rada Cutlery is 100% American Made
– raw materials and construction!

EASY Fundraising System:
 Catalog Sales, Event Sales or Internet Fundraising
 Free sorted order packaging for $1,000 orders
 $20 minimum order and orders ship in 2 days
Amazing Value for Your Supporters:
 Earn a 40% Fundraising Profit!
 Work directly with the manufacturer
 Helping fundraising groups since 1948

Request your FREE catalog
and information packet:

1-800-311-9691

or www.RadaCutlery.com
NOTE: Dept A16PRM

• Useful Products
• Tremendous Value
• Amazing Prices

FUND RAISE with the BEST!
4AV0ER%
AGE
PROFIT!

KITCHEN KNIVES

KITCHEN UTENSILS

RECIPE BOOKS

QUICK MIXES

(26 SELECTIONS)

STONEWARE
(6 SELECTIONS)

(41 SELECTIONS)

(21 SELECTIONS)

(38 SELECTIONS)

GIFT SETS

(28 SELECTIONS)

Proudly manufactured
in the USA since 1948.
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• Earn at least 50% profit on each sale!
• Free Sales Brochures
• Free Shipping
• No Hidden Costs!
• Prizes and Cash Rewards!
• It’s Fun! It’s Easy!
Dutch Mill Bulbs originated fundraising-with–flower bulbs over 50 years ago. Our fall and spring fundraising
programs offer easy-to-sell and easy-to-grow varieties of bulbs and bare root perennials. We’ve helped
tens of thousands of groups exceed their fundraising goals with our guaranteed-to-grow product and
“no hidden cost” flower bulb fundraising programs.
Dutch Mill Bulbs is the perfect fundraiser for your group. Schools, PTA’s, PTO’s, sports and athletic teams,
cheerleaders, dance ensembles, booster clubs, academic clubs, marching bands, concert bands, choral
groups, drama clubs, libraries, choirs, community groups, churches, and scouts – to name but a few
– have all successfully raised funds by “going green” with our eco-friendly, economically priced no-risk
fundraising programs. Since its inception, Dutch Mill Bulbs has been recognized for outstanding service,
value, quality and reliability. You can count on us for your most successful fundraiser ever!

1.800.533.8824 | dutchmillbulbs.com

THE SWEET SMELL OF FUNDRAISING SUCCESS
DUTCH MILL BULBS FUNDRAISING IDEAS & PROGRAMS
• No cash up front.
You collect your profits first!

Dutch Mill Bulbs is a profit machine! Devoted to fundraising since
1960, we have applied our 50+ years of experience with feed-

• Free Shipping & Handling.
There are NEVER any
hidden costs.

back from our most successful customers to fine-tune our highly

• Free Sales Brochures.
Each group member receives
these powerful selling tools.

significant profit is a snap. Let Dutch Mill Bulbs help you make this

• Free Prizes & Cash
Rewards make it easy to
keep your team motivated!
SCHOOL FUNDRAISING
"Dutch Mill Bulbs has provided us with
unique school fundraising ideas!"
CATHOLIC SCHOOL FUNDRAISING
"Finally, a fundraising product that's
easy to sell, and a program that's easy
to administrate."
MIDDLE SCHOOL FUNDRAISER
"Searching for fundraising ideas for
school is always difficult. We've found
a winner. We're sticking with Dutch
Mill Bulbs!"
CHEERLEADER FUNDRAISER
"We've tried them all. You just can't
beat Dutch Mill Bulbs' flower bulb
fundraisers!"

successful fall and spring fundraising-with-flower bulbs programs.
Our economical and eco-friendly guaranteed-to-grow flower
bulbs are so easy to sell. Tabulating orders and calculating your
your most profitable fundraiser ever.
Looking for unique fundraising ideas or programs? Are you looking
for unique school fundraising ideas? Look no further! Over the
past 50+ years our no-risk flower bulb fundraising products have
proven successful for a wide variety of groups. To name but a few:

HIGH SCHOOL BAND FUNDRAISER
"We're marching to the Dutch Mill
Bulbs beat! Thanks for helping us exceed our goals. Your flower bulb fund
raisers are the best!"
SPORTS TEAM FUNDRAISERS
"A unique fundraiser for our soccer
team. Very successful! Thank you
Dutch Mill Bulbs!"
YOUTH GROUP FUNDRAISING
"After deliberating over the same old
youth group fundraising ideas, someone suggested Dutch Mill Bulbs. Boy,
are we glad we found Dutch Mill Bulbs!
PLUS MANY MORE . . .
Contact Us today and put the Dutch
Mill Bulbs team to work. Your success
is our goal.

4290 Hwy 52 Suite G
Helena, AL 35080

High
quality
CUSTOM
and
CUSTOMIZABLE
performance
costume options
for groups of all
sizes!

satinstitches.com

customerservice@satinstitches.com
763.323.9507

